
• Davidson Fireside Lounge

• Blair Piano Lounge

• Massey Pub with Billiards

• Book-lined Library with computers

• Ground Floor Patio Terrace

• Donalda Dining Room with personal table service

• Taylor Private Dining Room

• LivingWell™ Centre

• Conservatory

• The Dunlap Theatre and Chapel

• Delspa with esthetician and hair salon

• Delmarket convenience shop

• The Heights Rooftop Terrace with putting green,   
 shuffleboard, treed sitting areas and BBQ

 
 

• Daily organized LivingWell™ programs

• Room service available

• Bus transportation for scheduled trips and excursions

• Housekeeping and laundry services

• 24-hour health care coverage

• Concierge Services

• In-suite washers and dryers

• In-suite and building-wide personal emergency   
 response system

• In-suite fire-rated safe

• Industry leading fire safety systems in all suites and   
 amenity areas

• Around-the-clock security monitoring  
 of amenity areas 

• Secure, monitored underground parking

As a member of the Tridel Group of Companies, 

we’re dedicated to establishing service that shows. 

Expect the unexpected. From housekeeping to 

concierge services, every team member is dedicated 

to anticipating your needs by being attentive without 

being intrusive. We believe we work in your home; you 

don’t live in our building. It shows everywhere. Your 

daily enjoyment extends well beyond the front door of 

your suite to include a choice of welcoming amenity 

areas including the expansive Davidson Lounge with 

two fireplaces, the intimate piano lounge and the 

Massey Pub with a daily pub lunch and cocktail hour 

and where you can enjoy a game of cards or billiards. 

The LivingWell™ Centre includes an equipped 

demonstration kitchen. The Conservatory, Delspa hair 

salon, the Delmarket and Dunlap Theatre complete 

your choice of community amenities. 

In the Donalda Dining Room, crisp tablecloths, 

personal table service, exquisite china and a varied and 

ever-changing menu from a renowned Red Seal Chef, 

are your assurance that your invited guests will be as 

impressed as you are. Planning a special event? The 

elegance of the Taylor Private Dining Room provides 

the perfect setting with hotel-style service – without 

the responsibility of meal preparation. Every day there 

is a continental breakfast and afternoon refreshments. 

The rooftop and ground floor terraces provides an 

inspiring location for seasonal BBQs and al fresco 

dining. If the mood suits, discover a host of daily social 

and recreational programs designed to challenge and 

soothe your mind, body and spirit.

Our unique, individualized LivingWell™ program, 

with personal coaching and goal setting, can help 

reduce the risk of heart disease, increase bone density, 

rehabilitate back pain, minimize the risk of falls and 

adult-onset diabetes, and develop an overall sense of 

well-being. But, most of all, your personal LivingWell™ 

coach makes it all about fun.  As Mark Twain said,  

“He who laughs, lasts.”

(416) 331-9797  
187 Wynford Drive, Toronto

Amenities & Features  
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Building for the 
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compliant building
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After a lifetime of serving others, we put the focus back on you. Come 

celebrate your successes. Bring your treasured keepsakes and furniture 

or start anew – the choice is yours. After all, it’s your home, complete 

with full-size refrigerator and in-suite washer and dryer, to decorate and 

furnish as you wish. Whether you choose a one or two bedroom suite, 

with or without a terrace or balcony, you’ll enjoy the vibrant 

atmosphere that is Delmanor Wynford.

We work in your home; you 
don’t live in our building

If your life has become defined by what you want to 

do, instead of what you have to do, you’re not alone. 

At Delmanor Wynford you’ll fit right in, surrounded by 

like-minded people who have worked hard to achieve 

the freedom to enjoy all of life’s opportunities. If your 

life is more interesting than daily chores, housekeeping 

and meal preparation you’ll find it easy to call us home. 

Located near the Don Valley Parkway for easy access to 

everything you’ve always enjoyed, you’ll have the chance 

to try the things you’ve always been meaning to try, free 

from the drudgery of household maintenance. Join old 

friends in familiar activities, or discover new hobbies and 

meet new friends who share your interests. Delmanor 

Wynford, a Tridel-inspired retirement community, offers a 

lifestyle designed to make both you and your guests feel 

welcome every day of the year.

Inspired Retirement Living
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